"The ball is in box 1 and the ball is in box 2" versus "the ball is in box 1 or the ball is in box 2", is well known to describe the difference between the quantum world and our classical reality. The transi tion from a position superposition to a well localized state is clearly a spatial symmetry breaking transi tion (let the sym metry axis lie half way between the boxes and perpendicular to the line that joins them). One should note that although a symmetric density matrix in position space pf is formed in the place of that describing the initial superposition pi, symmetry has been broken, as m ay be revealed by the differ ent outcom es o f applying the parity operator P onto the above two density matrices, e. g. in a spatial two dim ensional space o f | R) and | L) n _ \ ( l ±1 \ " _ l / i o \ 
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The above symmetry breaking has in the past re ceived many different names, exam ples being 'an emerging element of reality' or 'localization' and more recently 'dephasing' and 'decoherence'. In at tempting to quantify this process of transition into what is sometimes referred to as 'classical reality' or a 'classical state', perhaps the notion o f a sta tistical mixture is the more convenient description, where the declining m agnitudes of the off diagonal elements of the density m atrix are the m easure of the decoherence. There has been much debate on what is the origin of this process and whether or not it is independent of us and our m easurem ents [1] . In order to resolve this issue one has to m easure the process.
However, until now the question remains, how can one observe this process in x space w ithout initiat ing it? Let us elaborate: Observing a quantum system needs coupling to an external detection system. In general, this influences the dynamics and causes sym metry breaking. Hence it is clear that by observing a quantum system, we couple our detectors to it and consequently allow its symmetry to break and thus mask the very process we wish to observe, namely, the emmergence of a statistical m ixture independent of our measurement. This may be formally described as 0932-0784 / 01 / 0100-0140 $ 06.00 © Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen • www.znaturforsch.com
where P is a particle measure, W a wave measure which is simply the visibility o f an interference pat tern, and they both take values between 0 and 1 [2] . The particle m easure is usually just the ability to predict which path a particle will take, i. e. to predict the outcome o f a "box 1 or box 2" experiment. How ever, it may also be referred to as the knowledge K possibly obtained in a which path information m ea surement [3] , and the above equality is then re-writ ten as
where V is now the visibility. The answer proposed by Folman et al. [4] to this experimental dilem m a is that one searches for sym m etry breaking through parity eigen state measure ments which do not reveal which path information, i. e. the coupling to the m easurem ent apparatus is fa cilitated through a parity conserving pointer basis set. Namely, that another m easurem ent basis exists with which the em m ergence o f a 'classical state' in the form of a statistical mixture can be observed, which is different from the usual 'which path' basis which is simply the previously introduced |R) and | L). This basis, the parity basis, will not, as will be seen in the following, couple to the system in a way that would m ask other processes causing spatial decoherence.
It is perhaps interesting to note that relative to the usual basis, the parity basis is not intuitive as a m ea sure of a 'classical state' in the sense that it does not observe 'particles' -the intuitive core o f a 'classi cal state'. Hence, people have usually considered that measuring the appearence o f a 'classical state' and looking for 'particles' are one o f the same. As the notion of 'particles' is only valid in the 'which path' basis, the latter is the basis com m only used, as is also evident from (1) and (2).
Consequently, re-defining the 'particle m easure' P as a 'classical state' measure, i.e. the m easure o f a statistical m ixture and not m ore, we find that we can be sensitive to P while not suppressing the value o f W which is the m easure of the quantum state. We should note, that according to the usual definition o f P, the above equalities remain o f course unbroken also in our case because the 'w hich path' predictability / knowledge remains zero. In the sense that a 'particle' is ju st a euphemism for 'classical state' or statisti cal mixture, we feel that the m athematical definition Here, we position a two sided foil mirror, held in an harmonic potential, into the interaction region C, where the split incoming photon wave function "hits" the foil from both sides. The beam splitter (BS) and the phase shifter (PS) (with a phase shift equal to the phase difference between the reflected and transmitted wave at the beam splitter), form a preparation system which ensures that the photon wave function is symmetric with respect to the symmetry axis. The same system acts as a detection system with parity eigen states. Taking the mirror to be part o f the set up, one may say that we entangle the transversing photon to the state o f the set-up, which is also in a well defined quantum state with a well defined spatial uncertainty. Using Parity eigen-states to measure the state o f the outgoing photon, we learn about the decoherence o f the set-up, without affecting it. Thus, we are able to examine the quantum evolution of a macroscopic system. originally given to P does not encompass fully the stated function of a 'particle m easure'.
To give a simple example of the procedure pro posed in [4] , it is well known that once a chiral m olecule has been localized and hence created an elem ent of reality in the form of its well defined handedness, it is no longer in the parity eigen state, displaying once again the symmetry border between classical and quantum. As measuring parity does not localize the molecule, observing a parity change o f an isolated molecule could only mean that "something else" localized it. Indeed, Folman et al. have shown how parity eigen state measurements could be used to investigate different models of decoherence. On the other hand, if one tries to observe the m olecule's evolution from a parity eigen state into a well defined handedness by measuring its handedness, they will initiate that evolution themselves.
In this paper we would like to extend the scope of the previously m entioned experimental proposal by showing that even if the initial quantum system is in a thermal state, the expected symmetry breaking signal will still be observable. This has an important con sequence as extrem e cooling of macroscopic objects to their ground state, or difficult verification of an initial pure state, will not be needed. Consequently, the proposed experim ent is much more feasible than previously thought.
Before beginning, let us briefly remind the reader of the experim ental set up proposed [4] , We present it in Figure 1 A fter the incom ing photon interacts with the mirror, it may excite it or not, where the chance o f the lat ter occurrence is just the Debye-W aller factor Po^o-However, as there are no symmetry breaking terms in the quantum evolution, the initial symmetry of the system, being com posed o f a symmetric photon and a symmetric m irror state Qx = <P l ® must be con served. Hence one may write the final wave function of the system as (3) where 's' and 'a s' stand for symmetric and anti-sym metric, and the summation is over all possible foil states.
Indeed, as the parity measurement is in the above basis, it will in fact collapse the mirror, which is en tangled to the photon, into a specific symmetry. In addition, measuring the energy of the outgoing pho ton would collapse the mirror into one specific energy eigen state o f the harmonic oscillator. We post select into our data set only photons for which the energy difference AE between the incoming and outgoing photon obeys AE = Imhuj, where m is a natural inte ger. A ccording to standard quantum evolution, there should be no parity -1 (i. e. anti symmetric) detector clicks in our data set, as the latter are, in the ab sence of localization, correlated to a foil excitation of an odd num ber of levels. Namely, within our post selected data set, detector D2 should remain dark. Consequently, any such events in our data set must be a result of a non-standard evolution of our foil through coupling to the environment or through non quantum decoherence processes such as the GRW mechanism [5] . We end here our brief summary of the proposed experiment, where a clear shortcoming of the original discussion was that of being limited to initial pure states, which are hard to achieve experi mentally for macroscopic objects.
Let us now start with an initial thermal state. Fol lowing the object discussed in the original proposal, we begin by describing the initial density matrix of a foil mirror oscillating in an harmonic potential. Our basis is that o f the energy eigen states, where for con venience we limit the infinite basis to N states where NTiw » kßT and where T is the initial temperature of the mirror. Yh hpk(t) where Ik is determined by P(0) = hPk(0) and is simply the above Boltzmann factor -we exam ine in the following the evolution o f one specific pure state, and will afterwards sum. Namely, we will proceed along the following path: 
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where P p is the parity m easurement on the outgoing photon, pT cd is the reduced density matrix after a par tial trace Trm over the mirror degrees of freedom, and P in the energy basis o f the outgoing photon is (see
The latter basis is |j = -TV), | -N + 1 ),..., \N -1), |A7 "), where the state |j) means to how m any harmonic oscillator levels the m irror has jum ped due to the interaction with the photon. Note that de excitations o f the m irror are in principle also valid. Obviously for an even j, the above parity opera tor acting on the \j)(j\ matrix elem ent would return a positive number. In the context o f symmetric |S ) and anti-sym m etric \AS) outgoing photons, and tak ing N to be even, the above basis can be written as
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It was shown in the original proposal that for any initial m irror state |n) the final state o f the mirrorphoton system is \n]) =2cos(kAx)\n)m-j=(\\)\0) + |0) 11 ))p (5) + 2isin(kAx)\n)m-\=(\ 1)|0) -|0 )|1 ))
where kA is simply the vectorial sum kA = k \ + k2, where k\ and k2 are the m om enta o f the incom ing and outgoing photon respectively. As our energy post selection does not allow for odd excitations, the rem aining final state in our data set is | ft]) = 2cos(fcAi ) | n ) m-i= (|l)|0 > + |0 > |l))p (6)
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Indeed, it is already clear at this stage that for any given initial pure state our data set will only include parity +1 photons, w hich m eans our apparatus will be sensitive to the sym metry breaking expected to appear in the form o f anti sym metric photons. A summation over many such initial states that form the initial ther mal state would not change this situation. However, let us arrive at this conclusion in a formal way by trac ing over the degrees o f freedom of the m irror to find (10)
Let us close this short letter by looking at the needed energy detection resolution. In Fig. 2 we plot the needed resolution as a function of the mass of the foil. Obviously, if one wants to maintain a rea sonable ground state size (see implications in [4] ), as the oscillating mass is increased the frequency has to be decreased and hence the energy level spacing becom es smaller. Consequently, the needed energy detection resolution becomes more stringent.
We see that for the currently available resolutions of 10-13, one can already perform the experiment with a 109 particle mirror.
To conclude, we have shown that as long as the energy resolution o f our detectors allows us to ignore all odd excitations or relaxations o f the mirror, all out going photons should be symmetric and consequently click only in detector D I. This allows us to be sen sitive to sym m etry breaking events originating from decoherence processes, even if initially the mirror was in a thermal state.
